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Our Mission Statement:

Purdue Solar Racing is a student organization committed to two 
philosophies: 

•	 Building and racing competitive solar powered vehicles

•	 Educating the public about the possibilities of renewable energy

Through teamwork and innovation each team member will gain 
knowledge in every aspect of the vehicle while helping the world take a 
step in the right direction for meeting our future energy needs.

INTRODUCTION

In order to continue building and racing solar vehicles, we rely on the help of our corporate 
and scholastic sponsors. By supporting Purdue Solar Racing, you are supporting us to continue 
to build upon the success of our team and allow the students in our organization to continue 
challenging themselves to design and build our sophisticated and highly-efficient vehicles. 

This support allows students to expand their knowledge by applying the engineering 
skills we learn in class, as well as giving us the opportunity to learn how to work together 
in a multidisciplinary environment to accomplish something great. This experience 
allows students to become better leaders and professionals, as well as gaining useful 
experience in the design and manufacture of electric, composite, and solar technologies. 

We feature all our sponsors on our team website, found at www.purduesolar.org, as well as 
on our publications and also on our solar vehicles. Our sponsors receive media coverage 
and recognition both on a local and national level. Our team has been featured on ABC 
World News Tonight, as well as media features on local Lafayette and Indianapolis stations. 

Purdue Solar Racing competes yearly in the Shell Eco-Marathon, an efficiency race 
which features a wide variety of energy-efficient vehicles. The team has been highly 
successful in the past, placing first in the solar Prototype category with PULSAR in 
2008, 2009 and 2010 with a highest recorded equivalent efficiency of 4,548 mpg.

 This past year we brought our newly completed Urban Concept vehicle, 
Celeritas, and took home first place in the solar Urban Concept division with 
an equivalent efficiency of 2,175 mpg. We hope to continue our success with 
a 9th solar vehicle by premiering a new Urban Concept vehicle in 2013.

We have our sponsors to thank for their assistance in allowing us to achieve 
the successes we have had. We hope that you share our vision for a more 
environmentally conscious future, and are willing to help us in our goals to 
challenge ourselves by creating these highly efficient solar vehicles. 

Thank you,

Dear Sponsor,



THE TEAM
Purdue Solar Racing has been building and racing solar vehicles since 1991. We exist as an 
entirely student-run organization, with over 50 members from many different scholastic 
backgrounds. Each team member learns and applies their skills to contribute to the design and 
manufacture of our solar vehicles. The team also travels nationwide to promote engineering, 
technology, and the possibilites of renewable energy by appearing at events such as the 
US Science and Engineering Festival in Washington DC, as well as hosting local events 
and outreach to students and community members of all ages here in Lafayette, Indiana. 
Our team members are highly motivated students who have sought out this opportunity 
to challenge themselves and contribute to the future of sustainable transportation.

As a sponsor of Purdue Solar Racing, you gain access to some of 
the most talented engineers and students at Purdue University. 
We provide all sponsors with a team resume book, and we 
welcome sponsors for campus visits and garage tours. Purdue 
Solar Racing has also brought our cars to do special visits with 
sponsors. Let us know if you’d like us to come visit you!



THE RACE OUTREACH

The Shell Eco-marathon challenges high school and college student teams from around the 
world to design, build and test energy efficient vehicles. With annual events in the Americas, 
Europe and Asia, the winners are the teams that go the farthest distance using the least amount 
of energy. Shell Eco-marathon Americas is held yearly in Houston, TX. The competition is 
broken up into several categories, with the main division being Prototype and Urban Concept 
vehicles. The prototype category challenges students to build the most aerodynamic and 
energy-efficient vehicle possible, while the Urban Concept category challenges students to 
design an energy-efficient car that more closely resembles cars on the roads today. Purdue 
Solar Racing has competed in both categories, and plans to use the experience gained in 
designing and building Celeritas to develop an even better Urban Concept vehicle for 2013.

Purdue Solar Racing has a strong focus on reaching out to our community to educate 
the public on the possibilites of renewable energy, as well as promoting science, 
technology and engineering to all ages. The team has represented Purdue at events 
such as the US Science and Engineering Festival in Washington DC, made appearances 
at the Indiana State House, and regularly hosts educational events for local elementary 
through high school students. The team has been recognized for our efforts in promoting 
green technology and inspiring younger generations to take up study in STEM fields by 
winning the Communications award at the Shell Eco-marathon in 2010, 2011 and 2012. 
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Purdue Solar Racing has been building 
and racing solar vehicles since 1991. The 
team has built eight solar vehicles since 
its inception, and has competed in the 
Shell Eco-Marathon, Sunrayce, and the 
American Solar Challenge. The team has 
just completed their first Urban Concept 
vehicle for Shell Eco-Marathon, Celeritas.

Specs:
      Shell Eco-Marathon Solar Prototype
      Entirely constructed of carbon fiber
      Equivalent efficiency of 4,913 mpg
      300 Watts of power produced by array
      Weight of 168 lbs
      Top Speed of 26 mph
      DC Brushless motor
      Built in 2008

Specs:
      Shell Eco-Marathon Solar Urban Concept
      Entirely constructed of carbon fiber
      Equivalent Efficiency of 2,175 mpg
      600 Watts of power produced by array
      Weight of 350 lbs
      DC Brushless motor
      Built in 2011

Celeritas was completed in 
2011, and won the solar Urban 
Concept category at the Shell 
Eco-Marathon in 2011 and 2012. 
Celeritas was designed to be 
more like current production 
vehicles, and has many features 
such as regenerative braking and 
plug-in charging capabilities. 

PULSAR has been one of the 
most successful vehicles in 
Purdue Solar Racing history. 
PULSAR has won the Shell Eco-
Marathon Solar Prototype in 
2008, 2009, and 2010. PULSAR 
has made many appearances 
in local and national media, 
and has represented Purdue at 
events such as the US Science 
and Engineering Festival.
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EXPOSURE AND PUBLICITY
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 Our team has been featured nationwide through media venues such 
as ABC World News Tonight, technology and green blogs such as 
Engadget, and local papers such as the Exponent and Journal and 
Courier. We give all our sponsors the recognition they deserve, as well 
as giving our larger sponsors prime logo placement on the vehicles.

Many of the top performers in our organization go to work at our 
sponsors companies. As a sponsor, you have access to some of the 
most motivated and talented engineers and students at Purdue 
University, and each semester we compile a team resume book 
to provide to our sponsors of team members from a variety of 
engineering and technology backgrounds seeking intern, co-op and 
full-time positions. 

By sponsoring our team, your company can show its support of 
furthering research and development of advanced applications of 
renewable and green technologies. By sponsoring us, you provide our 
team the  tools to work for a better tomorrow for our planet.  

LET YOUR TECHNOLOGY POWER THE FUTURE
Purdue Solar Racing also accepts a wide variety of material donations 
from companies whose technologies we implement in our car. In 
the past we have received generous donations of both materials and 
services from our sponsors. 



CONTACT US
For more information on our organization please visit us at our website 
www.purduesolar.org.

If you would like more details on any aspect of the team and our 
vehicles, feel free to contact any of the following members:

President - Zack Lapetina
president@purduesolar.org

Vice President - James Gilbertson
vice.president@purduesolar.org

Secretary -  Nathan Koerschner
secretary@purduesolar.org

Treasurer - Emily Petersen
treasurer@purduesolar.org

Marketing Director - Samantha Schreiber 
marketing@purduesolar.org

Outreach Director - Sally Ann Keyes 
outreach@purduesolar.org

Aeronautical Director - Anthony Geyer 
aeronautical@purduesolar.org

Mechanical Director - Matt Miller
mechanical@purduesolar.org

Electrical Director - Alex Van Almelo
electrical@purduesolar.org


